What do doctors say when prescribing medications?: an examination of medical recommendations from a communication perspective.
We described physician usage of persuasive strategies pertaining to four dimensions of medical recommendations given during naturally occurring clinical visits-problem seriousness, treatment effectiveness, patient's self-efficacy, and potential limitations with the recommended treatment. We then examined the impact of these strategies on patient satisfaction and intention to follow physicians' medical advice. An analysis was conducted of 187 transcripts of audio-recorded outpatient visits during which a new medication was prescribed, augmented with patient and physician surveys. Two-hundred forty-two cases of new medication prescription were identified, and each case was coded into categories describing physicians' prescription-giving behaviors. In most cases, physicians addressed only one or two of the four dimensions of medical recommendations when they were prescribing new medications to their patients. In about one-third of visits, none of the four dimensions was addressed. However, physician use of persuasive strategies pertaining to the four dimensions did not appear to have any significant impact on patients' satisfaction with the visit or intention to follow their doctor's advice. The implications of the findings are discussed in light of the study's limitations and directions for future research.